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Abstract
Two projects are presented, compared, and analysed in this paper.
The Sri Lanka!Swiss, Remote Sensing project (SSRSP) has prepared a nationwide land use map to help plan ners identify problem
areas, monitor ongoing irrigation projects, and trace the i/licit fe/ling of vast jungle areas.
Th e Urban Land Availability Information System (VLAIS) is a GIS based tao/ for the plan ners of a comprehensive housing project
of the World Bank, the goal of which is to pro vide shelter for law income communities in urban areas of Pakistan.

+ Introduction
ln developing countries the pace of development is very fast, and the data av ai labie fo r planning purposes is mostly
outdated.
Satellite images can be of great value to till this data gap and to pro vide up-to-date planning information. They are
even more useful for monitoring changes in inaccessible areas.
Before a mapping project can start a carefu l analysis of the plan ners' needs has to be undertaken in arder to assess
the applicability of satellite data. At least the fo llowing points have to be discussed :
- scale
- interpretation key
- revision cycle
- accuracy of map (geometrical and interpretation-wise)
- available information source
- number of copies required
- smallest area to be mapped
- type of map production : color, hatching, screens, b/w map
-economie evaluation
- security problems, acceptance
The description of the two projects undertaken by the Department of Geography shows how such mapping can
be do ne in an ope rational way. Visu al interpretation of satellite imagery together with available aerial photography and
other information are the main input in the mapping process.
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+ The Sri Lanka/Swiss Remote Sensirig Project (SSRSP)
• Background
Since independance in 1948 the Sri Lan kan authorities have become increasing ly aware of their country's many
problems. They are particularly concerned about the rapid ly growing population, which is continually reducing the land
reserves, overcrowding hitherto thinly populated areas, causing widespread clearing of natural forests. On arder to
counterthis development, sin ce the 1950's a successful attempt has be en made to open up new a reas for settlemend
and agriculture with large-scale irrigation projects in the previously thinly populated dry zone. The aim of these
measures was to produce enough rice to allow self-sufficiency and to create decentralised jobs. Parallel to the
changing landscape and land use caused by large-scale projects, the traditional shifting cultivation economy (Ch ena)
expanded, spreading over almost ali the forest areas outside the declared and specially supervised reserves and
nature protection zones.
Sin ce su ch processes of land use transformation are occurring more increasingly and taking less time, it became
more and more difficult to keep track of the current conditions and to supervise and monitor the changes for planning
purposes.

• Project goals
The following project goals were formulated:
- Detailed land use mapping of the whole country
- Development and testing of methods for the regular monitoring of changes in the forest a reas of the country
(e.g. yearly) as weil as for partial or complete updating and revising of land use maps (e.g. avery 5-10 years)
- Construction and support of a Center for Remote Sensing (CRS) at the Sri Lan kan Survey Depart ment which
should function as a central coordination and advisory office and service center in connection with remote
sensing activities
-Training of the employees of the CRS and other user organisations

• Land use mapping
The original plan was for a simple black-and-white map of the
main categories forest, paddy, water bodies and homesteads for
the most important development a reas in the dry zone . Du ring the
course of the project requests from severa! user institutions were
met for an expanded mapping programme covering the whole
island. Now ali the important types of land use in Sri Lanka are
included (adapted hierarchical Anderson classification), distinguished from one another in print by six different colors and
various structural patterns. The maps, in 1 :1 00 000 scala, are
divided up according to districts, because the districts in Sri Lanka
also constitute the actual planning regions with their respective
offices and authorities. The completed product of the mapping
project will contain 24 sheets covering 65 000 km 2 , 21 of which are
currently available in print. The remaining sheets will be printed
until the end of 1990 (fig. 1).
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Technical procedure
The specialists, whose job it is to interpret aerial photographs
and satell ite imagery, are familiarised beforehand with the are a to
be processed and with its land use within the framework of
extensive field work. The results permit mapping based on analogue-visual interpretation of conventional black-and-white aerial
photographs under the stereoscope with the interpretation key
shown in tab 1.
Fig. 1 : Printed land use maps October 1990

Later on, during further field work, the interpretations are checked on a random basis, and doubtful areas are
clarified. Once they are reduced to match the map scale, the interpretations are combined using topographical maps
and geometrically corrected and enhanced satellite images to form a complete map. Subsequently, the maps are
further processed reprographically and cartographically.
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Perlodlcal updatlng ofthe maps
The value of such maps rises
and falls depending on how upto-date they are. ln ether words,
periodical revision of the maps is
needed to ensure that they always correspond to the latest land
use situation. A lot of effort was
made to keep the maps up to
date using recent satellite images. The results are very encouraging. Nevertheless, still more
investigations are necessary until
an operational updating system
using satellite imagery alone can
be achieved.

Urban land
Agriculturolland

Forest land
Rangelond
Wetland
Water
Borren land

built-up
assocloted non-agrlcultural land
homesteads
tree and ether perennlal creps
mixed tree and ether peren. crops
paddy land
sporsely used cropland
other cropland
notural forest
dense forest
open forest
forest plantations
scrublond
grassland
non forested
marsh

Table 1
Digital image interpretation and geographie information (GIS)
After ten years of collaboration between the Department of Geography and the Center for Remote Sensing the
purchase of a digital system has been decided. This system consists of two software packages. The raster based
image interpretation system ERD AS is used for geocoding and displaying of the satellite data. The vector based
ARC/INFO package allows superimposing of digitised map information into the satellite images, using the <<live-link".
With this live-link it is possible to updatethe map information wh ile viewing the satellite image. The resulting maps can
then be plotted onto existing maps, or new maps can be produced.
Il a new project the system will be used for the production of a new map type in the scale of 1:50 000, which will
only be available as a plotted <<map on request».

+ Urban Land Availability Information System (ULAIS)
·Background
The Government of the Isla mie Republic of Pakistan and the World Bank have signed a contract in 1989 deciding
on a multi-billion dollar project «Shelter for Low-lncome Communities».
This project is aimed at improving the living standard of low-income groups in Pakistan, and to enhance economie
growth through (a) addressing the inadequate supply of developed land (b) promoting affordable standards for land,
infrastructure and housing development, and (c) providing a framework for secure land tenure and housing credit.
As a prerequisite for operational activities, a preliminary basic investigation on the present structure of Pakistan's
major urban areas is required. This investigation is divided into a substudy on the socio-economic framework in
Pakistan's cities, and another sub-study looking into the spatial organisation and structure of eleven important cities
in Pakistan.
The spatial study, known officially under the name <<Urban Land Availability Information System» (ULAIS), was
entrusted to the Depart ment of Geography of the University of Zurich, Switzerland. National Engineering Services of
Pakistan Ltd. (NESPAK), Lahore, has been selected as sub-contractor for the ULAIS study to deal with the majority
of operational work to be done in Pakistan, as is described below.

• Project goals
The area of interest of the ULAIS comprises the following eleven important cities:
-
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Punjab Province:
Sindh Province:
Baluchistan Province:
North West Frontier Province:

Lahore, Rawalpindi, Faisalabad, Multan
Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur
Quetta, Turbat
Peshavar, Mardan

Tab. 2:
Urban
High density built -up, mixed residentie l and commercial use
Residentiel
medium density, partly mixed with small-scale commercial uses
low density, partly mixed with commercial or small-scale industriel uses
low density with gardens and extensive vegetation
commercia l
industriel
transportation (e.g. railway stations, large scale parking areas)
institutional (large scale, e .g. schools, sport facilities, cemeteries)
parks and other public green or recreational areas
Illegal, unplanned settlements ("Kachi abadi")
Agricultural (irrigated, reguler fields)
Forest
Open, bare land
vacant land in urban environments
land under d evelopment
sand dunes
swamps, flood plains, other naturally unusable land
Water bodies

/··~··~~

Fig . 3: Panchromatic SPOT satellite image
l :25'ŒXl

Fig . 4: Fig . 3with superimposed interpretation

Fig. 5: Land use and land ownership boundaries

Fig . 6: Fig. 3 with roads and other linear elements
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The project intends to provide comprehensive land information on the planning areas of these cities within a time
frame of approx. twelve months. This information shall consist of base data on linear elements (roads, railway linas,
rivers, canals), land utilisation, and land ownership. The !and use categories distinguished are shawn in the
interpretation key in tab. 2.
Ali spatial information collected will serve as input to a computer-based geographie information system, where it
will be accessible to planning authorities on the national, provincial and municipal leve! in Pakistan. The results of the
ULAIS are also considered an important direct input into the socio-economic «National lnvestment Preparation
Program».

• Land use mapping
Conventional visu al interpretation of satellite image enlargements shall provide the basic land use data, and, referring
to the linear elements, guarantee a satisfactory geometrie
accuracy for the delineation of areas of identicalland utilisation
or land ownership. Latest SPOT data (December 1989 and
after) was ordered directly from le SPOT receiving station in
Toulouse, France. High resolution (1 Om) panchromatic imagery was digitally combined with 20m resolution color imagery,
and exposed and enlarged to high-resolution XS enlargements
in the scale of 1:25 000 (fig. 3) by the Remote Sensing Laboratories at the Dept. of Geography in Zurich. Areas appearing
homogeneous on these photographs were then marked and
assigned to specifie land use categories according to previous
experience in satellite image interpretation and to local area
knowledge, and are complemented by information gathered in
field work (fig. 4).
The course of the land use mapping can be seen in fig. 2.

Fig. 2 : ULAIS : Course of land use mapping
Data collection and field work
Any additional information, like city maps, planning maps, or recent aerial photographs, were collected and
analysed wherever available. Such data helped to identify, delineate and categorise the linear elements (fig. 6) .
Additionally, are as of doubtfulland use cou Id be cross-checked in field work, in arder to geta sufficiently high accuracy
of land use identification.
Additional features visible neitheron the satellite images nor in the field are administrative and planning baundaries
as weil as land ownership areas in broad such as private, public, and institution al (fig. 5). Information on the se features
has to be collected from the various municipal and local authorities concerned.

Geographie Information system (GIS)
ln order to sto.re and process the data collected by the ULAIS and to plot any desired data subsets, the project plans
to set up a computer-based GIS. This PC-based system uses the ARC/INFO software. The draft interpretation is
digitised and th us stored in the GIS. Addition al information will be added in other layers. This information will th en be
used for analysis and map output with a pen piotter.

+ Comparison of the two projects
ln bath projects land use maps were produced. ln Sri Lanka, the map is used as a
Especially the area figures to sub-district leve! and the unique classification key proved to
land use map in Pakistan is used only as a very specifie planning instrument for the
Communities Project». To monitor the project activities and the urban sprawl the digital
regularly using SPOT imagery.

nationwide planning tool.
be very useful. The urban
«Shelter for Law Incarne
database will be updated

ln Sri Lanka aerial photography was the main source for interpretation. Satellite imagery was used as a geometrical
base (together with old topographical maps) and as a means to update the land use information. Due to the nonavailability for aerial photography the mapping in Pakistan was done by visual interpretation of satellite data only. ln
bath projects extensive field work was necessary to check the interpretation and to classify subcategories.
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The satellite data was purchased in digital format (CCT's), but no digital classifications were made. Experience
as weil as the results gained through visual interpretation show that much better interpretation accuracy can be
achieved thus, provided the training is sufficient.
Digital proprocessing was limited ta produce the best possible images for visual interpretation and ta correcting
geometrical errors. The preprocessing applied is totally different for urban and for rural areas. ln cities the structure
is important, whereasthe agriculturalland usecan be neglected. Ta amplifythese structures a light edge enhancement
filter was applied ta the panchromatic band of SPOT. ln rural areas, contrast stretch is used for separation of forest
categories and agricultural land use, and for showing ali features distinguishable in the satellite image.

+ Summary

and Conclusion

Two land use mapping projects in developing countries are presented. Urban maps in the scale of 1:25 000 are
used for planning and monitoring a World Bank project. ln Sri Lanka a nation-wide land use map in the scale
of 1 :1 00 000 was produced. The printed maps serve as planning tool mostly in the agricultural sector. A Center for
Remote Sensing, which is responsible for user assistance and training, was established at the Survey Department
of Sri Lanka.

Preprocessing of digital satellite datais used ta provide optimal imagery for visu al image interpretation. Collateral
data and extensive field work is necessary ta achieve a reasonable interpretation accuracy. SPOT XS data was
enlarged ta 1:50 000, and the combination of SPOT panchromatic with the multispectral bands ta 1:25 000.
Training is inevitable for the interpretation work, ta assure sufficient accuracy. Local interpreters have a specifie
knowledge of the land use, which improves the interpretation accuracy.
Appropriate technology is used. Although the satellite imagery is purchased as CCT no digital classification is
applied. The digital data is used ta perform geometrical corrections and ta enhance the images according ta the
requirements of the classification key and the capabilities of the interpreters.
Sustainability is important in developing projects. If this is required such projects can last for tenor more years,
and even after such a long collaboration it may be necessary ta support a developing country by purchasing the satellite
imagery and preprocessing the data.
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